
A TRANSPERSONALIST’S
GUIDE TO THE

UNIVERSE 

FEAR
 NOT!



But first,
a model…

Domains of 
Awareness



 
 



We are created and
creator. 

 



This is Where 
We Choose to Choose 

What We Choose
What we think, speak and do is based on
what we want – in humanity (Essence-
based) and what we want to avoid (Fear-
based).



Our Choosing is based on
What we are Wanting

Our choosing is based on either:
1) FEAR of LACK or
2) Spiritual Evolution

 



Our Consensus Reality Says
There is something lacking in

this moment
 



You Are Here to
Completely Reject
Consensus Reality

(This is the sign I wish was 
posted in every birthing room.)



Our Circumstances
are

The outcome of our choice-
making



Every circumstance is 
an internship where 

you are honing the skills you've
developed 

AND 
where you are required 

to generate and develop new
ones. 



When In Doubt…
Dilemmas occur.

Welcome to 
Restless Irritable Discontent.



Shaking lose all the strategies you've
been using 

to avoid, distract and ignore, brings
your to the source of RID. 

  

Underlying the RID is Humanness.



Powerless, hopeless, and 
helpless are what you are 

having to “be with” only because you
are in a limiting form 
with limiting beliefs.

This is what is known as 
“A big fat be with.”



Principles 
that generate thriving relationships
with humanity – yours and others’:
 



You Can’t Play for
Both Teams
You have to choose!

 



Spirituality Occurs at the
moment 

you intentionally Choose
to Stop



Truth is Self-revealing, Self-
evident, and comes about as

effortless and the fullest
expression of your essential

nature.
 



Defer to no one. 
Your own experience is the

highest truth for you 



The highest vibrational
outcome is always

forthcoming

If it isn’t forthcoming,
then you have yet to reach that level 

of vibrational resonance.



Relationship with the unseen
provides guidance, wisdom and

companionship far beyond human
capability.

We can’t do it alone. 
We aren’t meant to do it alone. 

Who we call upon for support is a 
huge factor in the ease through 

which we live our lives.



The future is now
 



Generosity of Spirit is what its
all about

 
Love and compassion allow us to be For Giving.



Gratitude acknowledges
awareness that every aspect of

life is a gift

I am grateful for 
The Way That It Is!



Curiosity Extends

Fear Withholds   



Our choosing is based 
on our wanting and our

circumstances are the results of
our choosing 

Discern the quality of experience
you are wanting and choose

accordingly



Surrendering your Will, to
your Highest Knowing brings

Serenity, Peace and Grace
Surrender your Existence and all its Expressions to

Oneness, Universal Source, God



“We are here to 
reject completely 

Consensus Reality.”

- From Oneness by Rasha
- From Oneness by Rasha



For Transformation to occur, you
have to engage personally in a

Paradigm Shift
 



Purging and detoxing of cellular
memory is required to grow

yourself spiritually.

It is uncomfortable
 

Releasing Density allows high
vibrational resonance to be present.



Knowingness comes ONLY
through experience

 
Our thinking interferes with spiritual

development.  Attachment to a spiritual outcome
is still attachment.



Have all the fun you are
willing to have!

 



Preflight Checklist: Preparing for Liftoff

ü Choose the Team: Team Essence or Team Fear
ü Surrender existence and all its expressions to God
ü Release all interpretations that limit potentiality
ü Clear interference from my highest truth and highest good
ü There is Nothing I lack in this moment
ü I need do nothing
ü I will be giving instructions from the flight towerl
ü I will move only from Inspiration/Intuition.
 
 



LIFTOFF!
 


